We propose some properties for fuzzy hypotheses testing by the principle of the rate of internal division on delta-levels. By the rate of internal division, we show that the acceptance and rejection degree for fuzzy the fuzzy hypotheses and reduce the spread of the fuzzy variance with average of the center and left or right spread of fuzzy number data.
Introduction
For the uncertainty data, fuzzy hypotheses testing method concerning the fuzzy expected value combing with other fuzzifications have shown to be very useful inferences about distributions of real-valued random variables [1] .
We define the fuzzy null hypotheses membership function as          or          , ∈ where  is parameter space. Kang and Seo defined an agreement index by area ratio for the fuzzy hypotheses membership function with respect to membership function of fuzzy critical region [2] . They obtained the results by the grade for the judgement of acceptance or rejection for the fuzzy hypotheses. Now, we suggest some properties for a fuzzy hypothesis test by a rate of internal division with a reduced-spread fuzzy variance and covariance using an average of fuzzy number's center and spreads [3, 4] . Thus, we illustrate the fuzzy hypothesis   test by difference of hypothyroid samples for symptom light and heavy with a fuzzy degree of freedom.
This paper is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we suggest a reduced-spread of fuzzy variance. The acceptance or rejection degree by rate of internal division for the fuzzy hypothesis was shown in Chapter 3. Finally, We illustrate the fuzzy hypothesis by thyroxine random sample data of hypothyroids difference of symptom light and heavy. [5] .
The space   ℜ   can be endowed with the sum and the product a scalar based on Zadeh's extension principle. Let  and  be fuzzy numbers data in ℜ and let ⊙ be a binary operation defined in ℜ. Then the operation ⊙ can be extended to the fuzzy numbers  and  by defining the relation of extension principle as;
given   ⊂ ℜ , ∀   ∈ ℜ:
by   . A modeling of data were describe a random sample         ⋯  . If we observe an object   at three times then we have minimum, median or maximum value(minimum, median or maximum error term data). Thus we organize a fuzzy number data to    min       max            ,     ,   ⋯.
We have the fuzzy sample mean as; 
Acceptance or rejection degree by rate of internal division
Let  is a test statistics by fuzzy random sample from sample space . Let    ∈ is a family of fuzzy probability distribution, where  is a parameter vector of . Choose a membership function    of  whose value is likely to best reflect the plausibility of the fuzzy hypothesis being tested. Let us consider membership function    of critical region , we have a index of rate of internal division of    which regard to    by  . for the fuzzy hypothesis testing, respectively as figure 3.1.
The "    " and "" for equation (3.2) are ambiguity decision and exactly decision within fuzzy rejection region. by     as figure 3.1. 
Illustration
We can illustrate the fuzzy hypotheses test by rate of internal division on fuzzy  test for the difference of thyroxine of hypothyroid sample data for symptom light and heavy by an experiment. For the fuzzy hypothesis Some significance level    and degree of freedom     , we have ambiguity rejection region     and fuzzy rejection region ∞. 
